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Abstract
This paper explores factors influencing credit card debts in Kota Damansara, Selangor,
Malaysia. Specifically, variables such as attitude, income, financial knowledge and bank
policies are examined. The questionnaire in the study was distributed among 120 credit card
holders. The study serves as guide researchers to extend the research work covering more
variables in different economies. The data is collected using simple random sampling
techniques. The results indicate that attitude, income, financial knowledge and bank policies
have significant relationship with credit card debts. The contribution to this result can help to
developing market economies or even developed countries where credit card debt is high. It
gives awareness to the banker on understanding their credit card consumers, as well as
providing insights to the credit card holders.
Keywords: Credit Card Debits, Attitude, Income, Financial Knowledge and Bank policy.
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1. Introduction
Credit cards, like Visa, MasterCard, American Express, Diners Club and others are financing
for consumer in short term lines. Depending on the conditions, credit cards are a guarantee's
consumption of money obtain in advance and thus return at the specific periods time (Rasiah
& Masuod, 2013). The history of credit cards actually began as early as the 18 th century in
Europe. Since the 1920’s, credit cards existed on the United States on individual enterprises
such as hotels, department stores and oil companies, which began issuing credit cards to their
consumers (Jusoh & Yen Lin, 2012). In the 1950's, the entertainment and travel card appeared
as third-party card. Finally, the bankcard created. In the 1960's, the first bankcard which is
Visa card was launched by Bank Americard (Ramayah, Noor, & Nasurdin, 2002). Credit
cards are well-known in developed countries decades ago, such as Malaysia. In Malaysia, the
use of cheque is fairly limited, thus plastic card especially credit cards play an important role
in the transactions that carried out daily (Ramayah et al., 2002). The purpose of credit card
firstly introduced is to assist individuals for paying of goods and other household services in
a convenient way. However, credit cards later treat as a source of long term borrowings; this
is because individuals are trying to keep pace of their household expenses. Nevertheless,
credit card holders may gain an unsecured loan at a relatively reasonable rate for financial
institutions while having a good rating in their credits. It is essential as the Annual Percentage
Rate (APR) based on the debt of credit card is higher compared to others. As stated in Credit
Action, the average rate of APR are amounted to 17.42 percent (%) charged on credit card
balances, which show that it is 120% higher than personal loans (Ahmad & Omar, 2013).
In addition, credit card is considered as a kind of payment that is broadly utilized by
consumers to purchase goods and services in terms of credit card dept. The growth of credit
card usage is relating to the growth of other types of consumer credits, for example, personal
loans and other more. Even though credit card is able to motivate consumer spending and
provide flexibility to consumers, it likewise has its frustration (Warwick & Mansfield, 2000).
The development of financial services has increased nowadays, thus increases the credit
availability and usage, and directly increases the consumer debts, especially in terms of credit
card debts (Omar, Rahim, Wel, &Alam, 2014). According to Soman (2001), the credit card
users are usually to make additional purchases and also tend to spend on. Therefore, they
hold a large balance that gathers up in their credit card because they are usually paying only
the minimum required amount by the issuer (Omar et al., 2014).
2. Research Objectives
The main objectives of this research are divided into the following major part, which are:
1. To discover the relationship between attitude and credit card debts.
2. To discover the relationship between income and credit card debts.
3. To discover the relationship between financial knowledge and credit card debts.
4. To discover the relationship between bank policies and credit card debts.
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3. Literature Review
3.1. Credit Card Debts
Credit card debt is one of the consumer debts. Consumer debt is the outstanding amount on
credit cards, car loans, other personal loans, instalment debts, and unpaid bills. In short, credit
card debt is the amount of outstanding that individual does not pay off after purchasing
through the use of credit card (Chawla & Uppal, 2012). The use of credit card allows greater
consumption smoothing, and to some extent, improve the expenditure. Although there is a
high rate of credit card interest, it has a less effect on household's income because the credit
card is able to use to mitigate this impact. In addition, credit cards view as financing to
cardholders in more convenient way. However, there are some credit card user misuses their
cards (Ahmad & Omar, 2013). The convenience users view credit card as an instrument to
facilitate the exchange. While, instalment users are credit card holders that pay a less amount
compared to its due balance and hence have to pay for interest on balance unpaid amount.
The instalment users view credit cards as debt instrument (Danes & Hira, 1990). According to,
Omar et al. (2014), many credit card holders in Malaysia display compulsive spending
behaviour, while the easy accessibility to credit card, this behaviour leads to excessive debts
among Malaysians.
3.2. Attitude
In order to identify the raise of credit card debts, it is important to recognize a person’s
attitudes in terms of credit, money, debt and spending behaviour toward their lifestyles
(Arabzadeh & Aghaeian, 2015). According to Pachauri (2001), attitude is getting from the
word of Latin, which is “aptus”, mean of “fitness” or “adaptedness”. Pachauri (2001) defined
attitudes as it can be like and dislike, main features that distinguish attitude against other
concepts is its nature of evaluation or affective, and attitudes are the core of favourite or verse
vice on particular people, groups, status, goals and intangible ideas. According to Fishbein
and Ajzen (1977), attitude is supporting or opposes to affect the amount of certain objects. As
Roberts and Jones (2001) stated, attitude is a subjective object, because of its multi-faceted.
Therefore, it is considered that the attitude to consumer toward money can be affecting the
debts of credit card. The introduction to several dimensions of money was established with
the purpose of allowing individuals to have better understanding on attitude to money. Tang
(1993) introduced a scale called Money Ethic Scale and stated that it is primarily in three
aspects. First, money stands for the achievement of a person in community or the sign of
success. Second, money can help people to gain respect from community because it is a sign
of status. Third, the power of money refers to a sense to an individual. Tang (1993) refers the
aspects as standard cognitive components in attitudes toward money.
3.3. Income
Income is the amount of money gain in a specific period of time that converts from labour or
services, merchandise sales or property, or profit from financial investments (Chawla &Uppal,
2012). Apart from that, income is equal to consumption level which is likely to continue
indefinitely out of the current income of the capitalized value, which is equal to the end of the
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week as well-off at the beginning (Asheim, 1994). In terms of demographic variables, the
impact on income was considered as the most important factor that significant affects the
credit card debt. The higher the income, the higher the number of an individual possesses a
credit card (Kaynak and Harcar, 2001). Besides that, higher household income was found to
be more frequently to use credit cards compared to the low income families. According to
Wasberg, Hira and Fanslow (1992), there are positive relationship between the amount of
credit card debt and net income. Conversely, Danes and Hira (1990) argued that the low
income families and middle-income families used to depend more on credit card as compared
to high-income families. This is because these persons are less privileged economically.
Therefore, credit cards are view as an instalment of credit for them because they unable to
make loans from banks of an affordable rate (Kaynak&Harcar, 2001). Devlin, Worthington
and Gerrard (2007) stated that the household who has higher income used to hold more credit
cards. In other words, because of higher income level, they have the ability to pay off the
credit card debts (Scott, 2007). However, the category of the lowest income families are
always thinking wisely on anything related to the decision on money (Slocum & Matthews,
1970).
3.4. Financial Knowledge
Financial knowledge is the ability of an individual to read, analyse, manage and communicate
with their condition of finance that influence material well-being, which identify financial
choice, discussing of any issues of financial or money without uncomfortable, and the ability
of planning for the future and coping with the daily life activities which affecting the
financial decisions (Huston, 2010). According to French and McKillop (2014), financial
knowledge is the characteristics that combine with awareness, knowledge, skill, attitude and
behaviour in order to make financial decision. In the context, knowledge is the understanding
of personal and broader financial transaction capability, skill is the ability to apply knowledge
in their daily life, attitude and behaviour represents the self-confidence to make appropriate
financial decisions. Next, Servon and Kaestner (2008) defined financial knowledge as the
ability of an individual on the understanding of financial concepts. In other words, financial
knowledge is knowledge and skills that can be used to manage financial resources in more
effective way for lifetime financial security.
3.5. Bank Policies
In this study, bank policies represent the benefits of credit card holders from banks or
non-banks, the payment policy they implied, and eligibility requirements to apply for a credit
card. Because of the large number of competitors in the market of credit card, many banks are
struggling to provide continuous product improvement and innovation to build their own
niche markets (Subramaniam & Marimuthu, 2010). Benefits given payment policies provided
by the bank significantly influence the spending and application of a credit card (Ming-Yen et
al., 2013) some financial institutions practice award scheme will have the ability to change
the credit card holder spending and debt. In the perspective of credit card issuer, they may
benefit from a higher credit card interest charges penalties prescribed in credit card. However,
it would due to credit card debts of the credit card holders do not pay back the money
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(Azman et al., 2015).
4. Analysis
4.1. Correlation Analysis between the Dependent Variable and Independent Variables
The results from Table 1 show the correlation between the dependent variable and
independent variables, which are used to test the hypotheses in this study. Based on Table 2,
credit card debt has shown a very high correlation with attitude. However, credit card debt
has shown a high correlation between income, financial knowledge and bank policies.
Moreover, attitude has shown a very high correlation between credit card debt, while the
attitude has shown a high correlation between income, financial knowledge and bank policies.
Furthermore, income has shown a high correlation between credit card debt and attitude.
Nevertheless, income has shown a moderate correlation between financial knowledge, while
there is a high correlation between bank policies.
In addition, financial knowledge has shown a high correlation between credit card debt,
attitude. However, financial knowledge has shown a moderate correlation between income,
and a high correlation between bank policies. Lastly, bank policies have shown a high
correlation between credit card debt, attitude, income and financial knowledge.
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Table 1: Correlations between the variables
Credit Card Attitude Income Financial
Bank
Debt
Policies
Knowledge
Pearson
Correlation
Credit Card Debt

1

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

120

Pearson
Correlation
Attitude

.868**

.735**

.733**

.793**

.000

.000

.000

.000

120

120

120

120

1

.742**

.721**

.772**

.000

.000

.000

120

120

120

1

.556**

.721**

.000

.000

120

120

1

.670**

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

120

Pearson
Correlation
Income

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

120

Pearson
Correlation
Financial
Knowledge

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

N

120

Pearson
Correlation
Bank Policies

120
1

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

120

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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4.2. Multiple Regression Analysis
In this study, multiple regression analysis was conducted to determine the relationship
between the dependent variable and each of the independent variables so as to test the
hypotheses. Based on Table 2, the 'R Square' for factors influencing credit card debts (attitude,
income, financial knowledge and bank policies) is 0.809. This represents that there i 80% of
respondents contribute to the variable of factors influencing credit card debts.
The extent of the arrangement of strengths of factors influencing credit card debts (attitude,
income, financial knowledge and bank policies) that contribute to credit card debts are
attitude (B=.494), bank policies (B=.210), financial knowledge (B=.166) and income
(B=.125).
For each variable, the value of significant will indicate whether these variables contributed
significantly to the equation. The hypothesis is accepted while the value is significant with
less than .05. Conversely, the hypothesis is rejected while the value is significantly where it is
more than .05. Hence, the results of the hypotheses in this study are shown in Table 3.
Table 2: Multiple Regression Analysis between the Dependent Variable and
Independent Variables
Result

Independent
Variables

Standardized
Coefficients’

Significant
Value

R²

.809

Beta
Credit
Card
Debt

Attitude

.494

.000

Income

.125

.056

Financial Knowledge

.166

.007

Bank Policies

.210

.004
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Table 3: Summary of Hypotheses Results
Hypotheses Statements

There is a positive relationship between attitude and credit

Significant
Value

Result

.000

Accepted

.056

Rejected

.007

Accepted

.004

Accepted

card debts.

There is a positive relationship between income and credit
card debts.

There is a positive relationship between financial
knowledge and credit card debts.

There is a positive relationship between bank policies and
credit card debts.
5. Conclusion

Credit card holders are usually the one that lead themselves into credit card debts. In this
study, the findings of factors influencing credit card debts will help the credit card holders to
reduce their debts level. As a result, credit card debts can be quickly mounted up while the
credit card holders do not pay off their debts in full before the due date. Thus, credit card
holders are able to know which factors that leads to credit card debts with the highest occupy.
The attitude to credit card holders gains the highest correlation between the credit card debts.
Therefore, for example, credit card debts holders may need to change their attitudes in order
to reduce their debt level. In order to change or adjust their attitudes, financial counsellors are
able to help the credit card debts holders to understand why they hold certain spending
attitudes while having credit cards in hand. Furthermore, credit card holders are able to gain
the benefits of paying low interest rate if they pay off the debts before the 0% interest rate
deal runs out. Hence, it identified that this study serve to explain the credit card holders
regarding to the effect of variables (attitude, income, financial knowledge and bank policies)
to their debt level. Thereby, credit card holders may apply certain action on the specific
variable so as to modify ego. First of all, the time bound in this study is limited, as it was
given approximately three months to collect and analyse the data. Second, the sample size of
this study is relatively small. Third, the sample size of geographical area of this study is
comparatively small. As it was limited to the credit card holders in Kota Damansara, Selangor,
this represents that the results indicated may not be generalized to others in other area. Fourth,
this study found that income is a weak predictor for credit card debts, which remains an
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interesting issue to future research to examine. In recommendation, other factors should be
determined as well, in order to identify the other possible impacts of credit card debts thus
obtain the better and more accurate results. The inclusion of other variables such as
demographics, psychological and socio-economic factors which are relevant to credit card
spending and debt are warranted. Apart from that, in order to provide more comprehensive
explanations, other potential factors are suggested exploring. Future researches may extend
the scope to incorporate other conceivable components that may contribute to affect the credit
card debts.
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